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Electro pop-house from Sweden. 12 MP3 Songs in this album (77:56) ! Related styles: ELECTRONIC:

Dance, POP: Pop People who are interested in Bodies Without Organs should consider this download.

Details: Out of Sweden comes one of the hottest pop dance projects to grace the scene in ages!

Introducing Nouveau Riche. In 2005 they exploded onto the scene with their "tongue-in-cheek" hit "Oh

Lord" "Oh Lord featured Dominika Peczynski (an ex-member of Army of Lovers) and Ulrich Bermsj. It was

followed by the single "Hardcore Life", after which Peczynski decided to leave the band. For a short

period the future of Nouveau Riche seemed uncertain, but soon Pick Up Music Sweden announced the

group would continue with Camilla Brink replacing Peczynski. What was to come next was completely

unexpected. Camilla's angelic vocals added just the right spice that would make Nouveau Riche the

unstoppable tour de force they are today! Teaming up with some of the hottest and most influential

producers in Europe such as Alexander Bard, SoundFactory, Per QX, Anders Wollbeck, and many more,

and with Camilla in tow, Nouveau Riche now had the pizzazz that would be the start of something bigger

and much more wonderful! "Angels" catapulted Nouveau Riche to the top of the international charts and

captured the attention of many music critics worldwide. Their retro 80's meets contemporary pop dance

sound and their unique and often controversial fashion sense, adds just the right mix of grace and

panache that Nouveau Riche needed for their hit formula to work. With five hit singles under their belts,

including their brand new mega smash "Stay" and a hotter than hot debut album cleverly titled "Pink

Trash" the future of Nouveau Riche is indeed bright. Now for the first time ever, armed with an arsenal of

brand spankin' new US mixes and with the help of ISV Entertainment, Nouveau Riche plan to conquer

North America in style! Get your copy the Stay EP now! Tags: pop
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